
El Portal – Tree Board Mee/ng      June 30, 2020 

Host: Councilperson Vimari Roman, Chair.   

Members present: 

Adam Old 
Hugh Gladwin 
Robert Ruano (Consultant) 

1. Discussion on trees that were planted in Sherwood Forest by Robert Ruano and Village staff 
for Arbor Day. Board agreed to remove the tree that is dead and leave the others to see how 
they maintain as moving them will probably kill them. Robert to look into geKng 3 
replacement trees to plant somewhere else. 

2. Sherwood Park:  

• It was discussed that the signs in that area need to be pressure washed and that the 
drains need to be cleaned. There is one parQcular locaQon where it becomes like a 
pond and perhaps that area can be treated by placing sand there.  

• Hugh menQoned the historical significance of the coonQe mill located in the 1850s 
near what is now the Sherwood Forest Park.  It is discussed in the excerpt from Bob 
Carr's Digging Miami book which will be emailed as an aXachment to these minutes. 
We discussed that planQng CoonQe in that area will be a great way to honor this 
history. The only concern with planQng the coonQe and adding to create a buXerfly 
garden is the upkeep of the garden for the 1st year while the garden seXles: 

o We talked about finding a person that could be contracted for the upkeep 
and educaQng our landscaping company not to touch the buXerfly garden.  

o Vimari to speak to the PesQcide Free Miami group and/or Mary Benton to 
see if they have any suggesQons.  

o Adam to share a proposal he and a former resident wrote for a buXerfly 
garden at the Tot Lot. See AXachment. 

• Orchids for Sherwood Forest: Per the recommendaQon from the County the Tree 
Board agrees that Orchids are low maintenance and would be an excellent addiQon 
to the Sherwood Forest park. Robert Ruano menQoned that he and the Mayor had 
looked into that in the past and he agreed to follow up and let the Board know the 
requirements in terms of volunteers to plant them. He believes the cost is $15 per 
orchid.  

• Archeological Zone: We discussed all of Sherwood Forest including the park being an 
archeological zone and that we need to keep that in mind as there are restricQons 
on digging in this area.  

• History of the area and El Portal: In general, we agreed that we need to preserve the 
history of El Portal. We also discussed leveraging this history to get funding for the 
area. Robert will look into the Historic preservaQon and some grants that may help 
us. 



3. Parks Site Visit from County: We agreed that the prioriQzaQon should be as follows: 

i. GeKng the deeds to all of our parks before invesQng in them and naming them 
so that it is official. At this Qme the only official parks are the Tot Lot and 
Sherwood Parks. The Nature Trail and LiXle Rivers Estate Park are just right of 
ways. We need to talk to the County to vacate the right of way. 

ii. ADA improvements should be the first step aeer we have all deeds.  

4. Tree Mapping Survey – this was a lengthy discussion aeer we reviewed the 1st proposal 
received from Earth Advisors at $29,600. The Village Manager asked the Tree Board to help 
with geKng addiQonal proposals. 

i. Adam shared E-Sciences as a 2nd company to request a proposal. 

ii. Robert will look into a 3rd company. 

iii. Robert started keeping track of the areas that he thinks we need trees with the 
West side of El Portal being a focus. He has kept track of the trees he has 
planted. We have a Google Maps document that was shared.  

iv. We agreed that the prioriQes of the survey should be as follows: 

1. EvaluaQon of where we need to add to our canopy as a long-term plan 
and the type of trees recommended. 

2. EvaluaQon of our current canopy and the health of it to include if we are 
trimming correctly for Hurricane safety. 

3. Find out what does the County require for us to get funding/opportunity 
to apply for grants.  

4. Robert to help us put the RFP together.  

5. AddiQonal discussion: 

i. Are the trees being trimmed correctly to catch the wind so that we do not have 
as much damage during a Hurricane? 

ii. IdenQfy we land areas that flood and what can be done to miQgate.  

iii. County Emergency Management courses on tree trimming – is our Public Works 
staff aXending these courses and more importantly is the company we hire to do 
the tree trimming aXending.  

iv. Robert emailed the proposed species and locaQons for our upcoming County 
tree planQng which needs to take place before Sept. Comments needed to be 
sent to him by Friday, July 3, 2020. 

v. Tree educaQon was discussed for the residents so that they understand the 
importance and the long-term plan.  

vi. Land on the West side on NW 87th and NW 5th Ave that belongs to South Florida 
Water (to be verified) can we plant along the right of way there to make it look 
nicer and help prevent people from going into the empty lot between the two 
homes there.  



vii. Vacant land on NE 2nd and NE 86th Street – privately owned can we look into 
geKng that land to create a park? 

Board agreed to meet next quarter and the Chair will send proposed dates.   



On our oldest coontie plant in front of the house we have been watching Atala caterpillars here for the 
first time.  They munched for weeks, then formed 8 pupae, and today the first butterfly emerged: 

 

 

Seems appropriate in these hard 
times since, although the coontie plant is very toxic to eat unprocessed, it was also about the only 
source of starch food calories in Florida before 1900.  So both humans and Atalas both learned clever 
ways to work with it.  See this in Wikipedia entry for the butterfly: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eumaeus_atala.   

Native Americans in Florida learned how to rinse out the toxins and in the 1800s water mills were built 
to mechanize the process.  There was one where El Portal is now around 1850 and you can see 
vegetation growing in the mill trace in this 1924 aerial photo: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eumaeus_atala


Woods coontie mill in El 
Portal second to last page of 
tihis excerpt.
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August 11, 2017 

 

Ms. Quatisha Oguntoyinbo-Rashad, Chief 

Environmental Resources, Planning & Zoning Department 

City of Miami  

444 SW 2 Avenue, 3 Floor 

Miami, Florida 33130 

 

Subject: Proposal for GPS Tree Inventory  

  City of Miami, District 5 

  E Sciences Proposal Number 7-0352-P01 

 

Dear Ms. Oguntoyinbo-Rashad: 

 

E Sciences, Incorporated (E Sciences) is pleased to submit this revised proposal for conducting a GPS tree 

inventory for the City of Miami (City) District 5.  Included, and incorporated as part of this proposal, is an 

outline of the project information provided to us, the proposed scope of services, our fee, the proposed 

schedule, and authorization procedures.   

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 

E Sciences’ understanding of the project is based upon correspondence between and you on Justin 

Freedman from E Sciences’ Miami office on August 8, 2017.  Per our desktop review of the District 5 

limits, this District is approximately 6,590 acres in size with approximately 253 miles of roadways.  The 

inventory will be performed for trees in the road right-of-ways only. 

 

We understand that the resulting data gathered from the right-of-way trees will be used to assist the City 

with risk assessments, maintenance work plans and neighborhood characteristics for future tree plantings.   

 

PROPOSED SCOPE OF SERVICES 

 

GPS Tree Inventory 

E Sciences will conduct a GPS inventory of trees within District 5 road right-of-way areas.  This 

proposal includes fees for up to 30,000 trees (an approximation of the number of trees present in 

District 5).  E Sciences will collect the following information for each tree:  

 

 Location: Identify the location of each tree using GPS hand-held receivers.  Street tree 

locations will be organized by sequential tree site number.   

 

 Species: Trees and palms will be identified by genus and species using both botanical and 

common names  

 

 Diameter: Diameter is to be measured to the nearest inch in one-inch size classes at 4 ½ feet 

above the ground, or diameter breast height (DBH).   
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 Height Class: Height will be estimated and categorized in one of the following classes based 

on feet: 

Less than 10 

10 to 15 

15 to 20 

20 to 25 

25 to 30 

30 to 40  

40 to 50 

More than 50  

 

 Canopy Width:  The diameter of the canopy will be estimated to the nearest foot from 

one edge of the drip line to the other.   

 

 Condition: The general condition of each tree is to be rated according to the following 

categories adapted from the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) rating system: 

Excellent: 100% 

Good: 80% 

Fair: 60% 

Poor: 40% 

Critical: 20% 

Dead: 0%  

 

 Observations: General observations warranting recognition will be noted including the 

following: 

Cavity/Decay 

Pests 

Poor Location 

Improperly Mulched 

Poor Root System 

Signs of Stress 

Nutrient Deficiency 

Improperly pruned 

 

 Recommendations: The following primary maintenance needs will be determined based 

on the ANSI A-300 (part 1) pruning specifications: 

Crown Cleaning 

Structural Pruning 

Crown Raising 

Crown Reduction 

Removal 

Stump Removal 

 

E Sciences will provide the following deliverables: 

 One set of hard-copy color maps that include numbered tree locations overlaid on aerial 

photographs 

 One set of printed spreadsheets listing the collected data by tree number 

 A CD or DVD containing digital copies of the maps in .pdf format, spreadsheets in MS 

Excel format and the tree inventory data in ArcGIS Shape File format   

  

FEE 

 

We propose performing the above scope of services on a time and materials basis.  We anticipate 

that that the fees will not exceed $131,975 based on our estimate of 30,000 trees. 

 

If, during the inventory it becomes evident that there are more trees than anticipated and that we 

will need additional time or materials to complete survey, or if unforeseen conditions should 
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require services beyond the scope of services described herein, E Sciences will notify you of 

additional costs necessary to complete the project, prior to proceeding further.  Services beyond 

those described herein would be invoiced in accordance with our mutually agreed schedule of 

fees at the applicable rates.  You will be invoices monthly for services performed.  Please note 

that payment of our invoices is due upon receipt.   

 

SCHEDULE 

 

We are prepared to begin when authorized by the City. We estimate that the tree inventory will 

require approximately six months (or 120 business days).  Weather events (i.e. heavy, persistent 

rainfall) may prevent field data collection on certain days.  Weather events that prevent data 

collection will be documented, and such events may extend the overall data collection period.   

 

If necessary, we will inform you in a timely manner and obtain your concurrence on extending the 

evaluation time period, or terminating that aspect of the evaluation, and preparing our deliverable 

without the benefit of that information. 

 

AUTHORIZATION 

 

As our written authorization, please complete, sign, initial each page and return one copy of the 

attached Services Agreement.  To expedite authorization, an email of the executed Services 

Agreement, including an initialed copy of each page, will be acceptable followed by a signed 

original hard copy by mail.  Please note that the terms and conditions contained within the Services 

Agreement are a part of this proposal.   

 

We appreciate the opportunity to offer our professional services on this project.  If you have any 

questions concerning this proposal, please contact us at (954) 484-8500. 

 

Sincerely, 

E SCIENCES, INCORPORATED 

    
Brian Voelker      Justin Freedman 

Senior Scientist, ISA Certified Arborist   Project Manager, ISA Certified Arborist 

 
 

Attachments: Services Agreement 
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SERVICES AGREEMENT

 
 

Project Name   District 5 GPS Tree Inventory  

Project Location  Miami, FL 

Proposal No. and Date  7-0352-P01, August 11, 2017 
 
CLIENT 
Name:    City of Miami 

Authorized Contact Person:   Quatisha Oguntoyinbo-Rashad 

Address:    444 SW 2 Avenue, Miami, FL 

Phone Number:         

Fax Number:          

Address Billing to:   same 

Special Instructions:         

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 

1. SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED. E SCIENCES, Incorporated (“E SCIENCES”) is an independent consultant. For valuable consideration received, E 

SCIENCES agrees to provide Client, for its sole benefit and exclusive use, the consulting services (“Services”) set forth in the proposal referenced above (“Proposal”), which 

is incorporated by reference. There are no third party beneficiaries to this Services Agreement ("Agreement"). 
 

2. STANDARD OF CARE. E SCIENCES will perform its services using that degree of skill and care ordinarily exercised under similar conditions by reputable 

members of E SCIENCES’ profession practicing in the same or similar locality at the time the Services are performed. NO OTHER WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR 

IMPLIED, IS MADE OR INTENDED. 
 

3. PAYMENT TERMS. Client agrees to pay E SCIENCES’ invoice upon receipt. If payment is not received within 30 days from the date of E SCIENCES’ 

invoice, Client agrees to pay  1.5% per month, or highest rate allowed by law, which ever is lower, on the past due amount from the date of the invoice plus hourly rates for 

E SCIENCES’ employees, expenses and attorneys fees incurred by E SCIENCES to collect the amount due E SCIENCES under this agreement. E SCIENCES may suspend 

services if payment of any invoiced amount is not received by E SCIENCES, within 30 days. Client receipt of invoice will be presumed three days after mailing with 

adequate first class postage attached. 
 

4. INSURANCE. E SCIENCES maintains the following insurance coverage: 

a. Worker's Compensation Insurance – statutory amount. 

b. Commercial General Liability Insurance - $1,000,000 per occurrence/$2,000,000 aggregate. 

c. Automobile Liability Insurance- $1,000,000 combined single limit. 

d. Professional Errors & Omissions - $1,000,000 per claim/$2,000,000 aggregate. 
 

5. SAMPLE AND WASTE DISPOSAL. Samples generally are consumed or altered during testing and are disposed of immediately upon completion of tests. If 

Client wishes E SCIENCES to retain any samples, at Client’s written request, E SCIENCES will use its best efforts to retain preservable samples or the residue therefrom but 

only for a mutually acceptable time and for an additional charge. E SCIENCES reserves the right to refuse storage of any samples. Client agrees that E SCIENCES is not 

responsible or liable for loss of samples retained in storage. If Client requests E SCIENCES to containerize drilling wastes and/or fluids produced by E SCIENCES’ activity 

("Wastes"), Client will provide a secure storage location at or near the project site to prevent tampering with the Wastes. E SCIENCES will dispose of non-hazardous Wastes 

for an additional charge at an appropriately licensed facility. In the event that Samples or Wastes contain asbestos, toxic or hazardous constituents (“Contaminants”), E 

SCIENCES will either: 1) return the Samples or Wastes to Client for proper disposal; or 2) using a manifest signed by Client as generator and for an additional fee, have 

the Samples or Wastes transported to a location selected by Client for final disposal.  Client agrees to pay all costs associated with the storage, transport, and disposal of 

Samples and Wastes.  Client recognizes and agrees that E SCIENCES is acting as a bailee, and at no time assumes title, constructive or express, to such Samples or 

Wastes. 
 

6. ENVIRONMENTAL INDEMNITY. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Client shall defend, indemnify and hold E SCIENCES and its 

directors, shareholders, officers, employees, agents and subcontractors harmless from any suit or claim for damages, losses, expenses, penalties, fines, settlements, judgments, 

costs, or attorneys fees, including personal injury (“Losses”) related to or arising from exposure to or release of Contaminants at or from the site before, during or after the 

Services, unless such Losses are determined to have been caused by E SCIENCES’ negligence. 
 

7. DOCUMENTS. All documents generated by E SCIENCES under this Agreement (“Work Product”), shall be E SCIENCES’ sole property.  E SCIENCES 

will furnish Client the agreed upon number of written reports and supporting documents for Client's exclusive internal use and reliance and for regulatory submittal in 

connection with the project or Services.  Client agrees that under no circumstances shall any Work Product be distributed to any third parties, be published, used in 

advertising, or be reused at any location or for any project not expressly provided for in this Agreement without E SCIENCES’ prior written permission.  Any 

unauthorized use or distribution of E SCIENCES’ Work Product shall be at Client’s and recipient’s sole risk and without liability to E SCIENCES.  Client agrees to 

indemnify and hold E SCIENCES harmless from all claims or damages connected to any unauthorized use or distribution of E SCIENCES’ Work Product, including 

but not limited to the payment of E SCIENCES' attorney’s fees and costs associated therewith. 
 

If Client wishes to distribute E SCIENCES’ Work Product to any third party, or desires any third party to rely on E SCIENCES’ Work Product, Client and the third 

party must first contact E SCIENCES and execute E SCIENCES’ Standard Secondary Client Agreement. Reports provided for disclosure of information only will not 

require a separate agreement. E SCIENCES makes no representation as to the suitability of E SCIENCES’ report for the third party’s purposes. Client acknowledges that E 

SCIENCES’ report(s) shall reflect conditions only at the time of the study and may not reflect conditions at a later time. Client acknowledges that any request for E 

SCIENCES to release its Work Product to a third party creates a potential conflict of interest and agrees that its request for E SCIENCES to release any Work Product 

to a third party shall serve as a waiver of any conflict of interest. 
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Client agrees that all Work Product furnished by E SCIENCES, if not paid for pursuant to the terms hereof, or if improperly used, published or distributed, shall be returned to 

E SCIENCES upon demand, and will not be used for any purpose whatsoever. E SCIENCES may retain a file copy of its Work Product and related documents, including 

Client-provided documents. 
 

E SCIENCES’ Work Product provided to Client shall be the official base document. Any modifications of the Work Product shall be at Client's sole risk and without liability 

to E SCIENCES. 
 

8. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, AND FOR ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATION OF $10.00, THE 

RECEIPT AND SUFFICIENCY OF WHICH IS ACKNOWLEDGED, CLIENT AGREES THAT E SCIENCES' LIABILITY, AND THAT OF ITS OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, 

SHAREHOLDERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS AND SUBCONTRACTORS, TO CLIENT OR TO ANY THIRD PARTY, DUE TO E SCIENCES’ BREACH OF 

CONTRACT OR NEGLIGENT PROFESSIONAL ACTS, ERRORS OR OMISSIONS, WILL BE LIMITED TO $50,000 OR AN AGGREGATE OF THE TOTAL FEES 

PAID BY CLIENT TO E SCIENCES UNDER THE PROPOSAL, WHICHEVER IS GREATER. 
 

NEITHER PARTY SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE TO THE OTHER FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL, ECONOMIC OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING LOSS OF 

USE, INCOME, PROFITS, FINANCING OR REPUTATION) ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT. 
 

PURSUANT TO FLORIDA STATUTE SECTION 558.0035 AN INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEE OR 

AGENT MAY NOT BE HELD INDIVIDUALLY LIABLE FOR NEGLIGENCE. 
 

CLIENT SHALL NOT BE ENTITLED TO ASSERT A CLAIM AGAINST E SCIENCES BASED ON ANY THEORY OF PROFESSIONAL NEGLIGENCE OR 

VIOLATION OF THE APPLICABLE STANDARD OF CARE UNLESS AND UNTIL CLIENT HAS OBTAINED THE WRITTEN OPINION FROM A LICENSED, 

INDEPENDENT AND REPUTABLE ENGINEERING AND/OR ENVIRONMENTAL PROFESSIONAL, AS APPROPRIATE TO THE SERVICES RENDERED, THAT E 

SCIENCES HAS VIOLATED THE APPLICABLE STANDARD OF CARE. CLIENT SHALL PROMPTLY PROVIDE SUCH WRITTEN INDEPENDENT OPINION TO 

E SCIENCES, AND THE PARTIES AGREE TO ENDEAVOR IN GOOD FAITH TO RESOLVE THE CLAIM WITHIN 30 DAYS FROM THE DATE SUCH WRITTEN 

OPINION IS FURNISHED TO E SCIENCES. 
 

9. SITE RESPONSIBILITY. E SCIENCES’ services do not include supervision or direction of the means, methods or actual work of contractor(s) not retained 

by E SCIENCES.  The presence of any E SCIENCES’ representative will not relieve the contractor(s) of its responsibility to perform the work in accordance with the plans 

and specifications. Client agrees that the contractor(s) will be solely responsible for working conditions on the job site, including security and safety during performance of 

the work, and compliance with Client safety requirements and OSHA regulations. It is agreed that E SCIENCES is not responsible for job or site safety or security, and that E 

SCIENCES does not have the right or duty to stop or regulate the work of others. 
 

10. SITE OPERATIONS. Client will arrange for right-of-entry to the property and will execute any necessary site access agreement. Client shall provide E 

SCIENCES with an accurate description of the job site, all available site information, and all documents deemed necessary by E SCIENCES.  Unless otherwise stated in 

the proposal, Client will be responsible for establishing test or boring locations. Field tests or boring locations described in E SCIENCES' report or shown on sketches are 

based on specific information furnished by others or estimates made in the field by E SCIENCES’ personnel. Such dimensions, depths or elevations are approximations. 

Unless otherwise stated in the Proposal, E Sciences' charges do not include costs of restoration of damage, which may result from the Services. E SCIENCES is not 

responsible for any damage or loss due to undisclosed or unknown surface or subsurface conditions owned by Client or third parties, except to the extent such damage or loss 

is a result of E Sciences' negligence. Client agrees, for the additional consideration of $10.00, to indemnify E SCIENCES, its directors, shareholders, officers, employees, 

agents and subcontractors, from any such claims, suits or losses, including related reasonable attorney's fees and costs, to the extent the losses are not caused by E Sciences' 

negligence. 
 

11. CLIENT DISCLOSURE. Client agrees to advise E SCIENCES of any hazardous substance or any condition on or near the site that presents a potential danger 

to human health, the environment, or E Sciences' equipment. E SCIENCES does not assume control of or responsibility for the site or the person(s) in charge of the site, or 

undertake responsibility for reporting to any federal, state or local agencies any conditions at the site that may present a potential danger to public health, safety or the 

environment. Client agrees to notify the appropriate federal, state or local agencies as required by law, or to otherwise make timely disclosure of any information that may be 

necessary to prevent damage to human health, safety, or the environment. Client acknowledges that E SCIENCES may be required to make such disclosures if Client fails to 

do so, and agrees to hold E SCIENCES harmless for any such disclosure. 
 

12. TERMINATION. Either party may terminate this Agreement without cause upon 14 days’ prior written notice. In such event, Client shall take possession of 

the premises and the materials and equipment paid for and belonging to Client, and E SCIENCES shall be paid for all Services performed to the date of termination. In the 

event Client requests termination, E SCIENCES shall also be paid all reasonable costs incurred in project close out. This Agreement will terminate automatically upon the 

insolvency of Client or upon Client seeking protection under the bankruptcy laws of the United States. 
 

13. TESTIMONY.  Should E SCIENCES or any E SCIENCES employee be requested or compelled by E SCIENCES to provide testimony or other evidence 

by any party in relation to the Services, and E SCIENCES is not a party to the dispute, E SCIENCES shall be compensated by Client for E SCIENCES' preparations, 

document retrieval, document reproduction and testimony at appropriate unit rates.  E SCIENCES shall provide expert witness testimony pertaining to any Services at 

premium rates of 1.5 times E SCIENCES’ standard rates.  Client agrees to provide reasonable travel, lodging and meal expenses as required. 
 

14. FORCE MAJEURE. E SCIENCES shall not be liable for damages due to delay or failure to perform any obligation under this Agreement if such delay or 

failure results from circumstances beyond the control of E SCIENCES. In the event of such a force majeure, the time for E SCIENCES’ performance shall be extended for 

the duration of the force majeure event. This provision shall not excuse Client’s obligation to make payments when due. 
 

15. UNANTICIPATED CONDITIONS. Should E SCIENCES encounter conditions at any site which were not reasonably anticipated or which increase the 

risk involved in E SCIENCES’ completion of Services, upon notice to Client, E SCIENCES in its sole discretion may:  a) continue with the Services to completion; b) 

suspend activities and prepare a Change Order Request prior to proceeding; or c) terminate all Services. Such termination shall not be a breach of this Agreement by E 

SCIENCES. 
 

16. OPINIONS OF PROBABLE COST. If included in the Proposal, E SCIENCES will provide opinions of costs for installation of materials, remediation or 

construction based upon E SCIENCES’ experience on similar projects.  However, such opinions are intended to provide information on the magnitude of such costs and 

are not intended for use in firm budgeting or negotiation unless specifically agreed otherwise in advance in writing by E SCIENCES.  Client understands the actual cost 

of work depends on many factors beyond E SCIENCES’ control and may vary significantly from E SCIENCES’ estimate. 
 

17. PRIORITY OVER FORM AGREEMENTS/PURCHASE ORDERS. The Parties agree that the provisions of this Agreement shall control and govern 

over any orders, such as Purchase Orders or Work Orders or other form writings issued or signed by the parties (“Orders”), and that such forms may be issued by Client to E 

SCIENCES without altering the terms hereof, regardless of any contrary language appearing on the Order. 
 

18. GOVERNING LAWS/VENUE. The laws of the state of Florida shall govern this Agreement. Venue for any dispute arising out of this Agreement shall be in 

Orange County, Florida. The parties each had an opportunity to review and negotiate this Agreement and this Agreement shall not be construed more strictly against one party 

as drafter. 
 

19. SURVIVAL. All provisions of this Agreement for indemnity, limitation of liability, document control or allocation of responsibility or liability between Client 

and E SCIENCES shall survive the completion of the Services and/or the termination of this Agreement. 
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20. SEVERABILITY. In the event any part of this Agreement is deemed invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions shall continue in full force and effect, 

and the invalid or unenforceable provision shall be interpreted and enforced as closely as possible to the intent of the parties. 
 

21. ASSIGNMENT. Either party may not assign this Agreement without the prior written permission of the other. Client acknowledges that E SCIENCES may 

subcontract portions of the Services to its affiliated companies and/or utilize employees of its affiliated companies in performing the Services, without prior Client approval. 
 

22. INTEGRATION. This Agreement, the Proposal and the Proposal’s attachments constitute the entire Agreement between the parties and can only be changed 

by a written instrument signed by the parties. 
 

23. CONSIDERATION. The parties agree the charges for E SCIENCES' Services are sufficiently adjusted to include any specific consideration payable to Client 

under these terms and conditions. 
 

24. AUTHORITY TO ENTER AGREEMENT. The person executing this Agreement on behalf of Client hereby represents and warrants to E SCIENCES that 

he/she is duly authorized to execute this Agreement on behalf of Client, and that Client shall be legally bound by it. If Client’s counsel is retaining E SCIENCES, such 

counsel represents that he/she has the authority to bind, and hereby expressly binds, Client to these terms and conditions. 
 

25. ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS. In the event of litigation between the parties arising out of this Agreement, the prevailing party in such litigation shall 

recover from the non-prevailing party its reasonable attorney's fees and costs at all levels. E SCIENCES shall be entitled to recover its reasonable pre-litigation attorney's fees 

and costs from Client reasonably incurred in E SCIENCES' efforts to collect unpaid invoices. 
 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE PARTIES HAVE ENTERED INTO THIS AGREEMENT THIS   DAY OF 
 

  , 20    . 
 

CLIENT NAME:                     

Authorized Agent Name:   ____________________________________________ 

Signature: _________________________________ 

Title: _________________________________ 

 

E SCIENCES, INCORPORATED 

 

Printed Name: ____________________________________________ 
 

Signature: _________________________________ 

 

Title:   _________________________________ 

 

 



El Portal Tot Lot Butterfly Garden

Our  proposal  is  to  transform  the  current  El  Portal  Tot  Lot  into  the  El  Portal  Tot  Lot  and  Butterfly
Garden.

With  the  spread  of  the  suburbs  into  previously  rural  and  agricultural  land,  and  the  alarming

increase  in  the  use  of  herbicide-resistant  crops  in  agriculture  since  the  early  2000s,  many

species  of  butterfly  have  lost  their  previously-abundant  stands  of  host  plants  on  which  they

depend  for  their  larval  food  source.  If  those  plants  don’t  exist  in  our  neighborhood,  it  is  unlikely

that  the  butterflies  that  eat  them  will  be  able  to  survive  here.  El  Portal  is  a  unique  ecosystem

along  the  Little  River,  and  has  a  long  tradition  as  a  bird  sanctuary  with  winding  streets  and

overhead  canopy  to  harbor  wildlife.  It  also  occupies  a  prime  location  to  be  a  connecting  habitat

for  butterflies  and  birds  between  the  island  refuges  in  Biscayne  Bay  and  the  Everglades.

Unfortunately  with  the  continuing  use  of  alien  ornamentals  in  landscaping,  it  is  less  and  less

common  to  find  both  larval  food  sources  and  good  nectaries  for  adult  Butterflies  in  the  same

location.  This  project  is  an  effort  to  provide  a  home  to  many  of  the  more  than  129  butterfly

species  found  in  Miami-Dade  County,  a  demonstration  garden  for  butterfly  gardening  in  your  own

yard,  a  focal  point  for  interaction  between  people  of  several  diverse  neighborhoods,  and  scientific

learning  environment  for  children.

Our  proposal  is  to  bring  larval  host  plants  and  nectaries  together  in  a  format  that  allows  the

visitors  to  learn  about  the  types  of  of  plants  that  native  adult  butterflies  are  attracted  to,  and  which

are  their  larval  food  sources,  required  to  keep  them  around.  Importantly,  the  plants  of  the  butterfly

garden  will  be  labeled  so  that  visitors  become  familiar  with  them,  and  will  learn  to  recognize

them  in  use  throughout  the  neighborhood.  This  will  provide  a  visual  link  between  the  plant  and  the

butterfly  that  hosts  on  it.  Dense  planting  styles  with  overlapping  heights  which  butterflies  prefer

will  be  demonstrated  so  that  visitors  can  come  away  with  an  appreciation  for  beautiful  native

landscaping  as  well  as  a  sense  of  the  larger  ecology  at  work.

Already  a  neighborhood  destination,  the  Tot  Lot  with  a  butterfly  garden  will  be  a  great  focal  point

for  neighbor-interaction.  Butterflies  are  universally  appreciated  by  all  age  groups  and  cultures,

and  will  provide  a  common  framework  for  dialogue  at  the  park.  Since  butterfly  gardening  is

something  that  comes  with  a  passionate  group  of  supporters,  it  will  be  easy  to  find  volunteers  to

maintain  the  beauty  of  the  plantings  for  generations  to  come.
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